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Quotation marks

Single quotation marks should be used except where there is a quotation within another.

E.g. ‘He cried out “one should only use double quotation marks within single quotation marks”, and stormed off.’

Unless the punctuation is an integral part of the quotation, it should be outside the quotation marks.

E.g. She looked up and asked ‘Like this?’

He nodded and replied ‘yes, that’s exactly right’.

Titles of articles should be in single quotation marks. Scare quotes should be in single quotation marks.

Italics

The titles of books and journals should be in italics.

Foreign words and phrases should be in italics.

E.g. ‘reductio ad absurdum’ and ‘a priori’.

Hyphens, en-rules, em-rules

En-rules should be used for parentheses, rather than em-rules.

E.g. ‘en-rules are—according to Hart’s rules—the most appropriate for London journals.’

NOT

‘en-rules are—according to Hart’s rules—the most appropriate for London journals.’

En-rules should be used to indicate ranges, rather than hyphens.

E.g. ‘136–234’

NOT

135-234
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